17 In times of global biodiversity crisis, developing tools to define, quantify, compare 18 and predict ecological resilience is essential for understanding species' responses to 19 global change. Disparate interpretations of ecological resilience have, however, 20 hampered the development of a common currency to quantify and compare resilience 21 across natural systems. Most frameworks of study have focused on upper levels of 22 biological organisation, especially ecosystems or communities, which adds layers of 23 complication to measuring resilience with empirical data. To overcome such 24 limitations, we suggest quantifying resilience using demographic data. Surprisingly, a 25 quantifiable definition of resilience does not exist at the demographic level. Here, we 26 present a framework of demographic resilience with a set of metrics that are 27 comparable across species, and facilitate cost-effective management decisions. 28 Structured Population Model. 30 31 Body 32 Resilience as a key concept in ecology and conservation 33 Contemporary global change is increasingly eroding the natural resources we 34 depend on [1,2], and understanding how ecological systems withstand these 35 disturbances is a major challenge [3-5]. "Resilience" is a key concept describing 36 natural systems' abilities to handle disturbances [6]. Indeed, international 37 environmental policy objectives, including the UN Sustainable Development Goals [7] 38 and Aichi Targets [8], specifically include preserving resilience as a key objective. 39
[13]). Developing a unifying framework with comparable definitions and quantifications 48 across different ecological systems is therefore an urgent task [14] , with recent studies 49 advocating tangible and meaningful resilience measures [11, 12, 14] . Despite 50 populations often being the target of conservation interventions [15] , no formal 51 framework exists for defining and quantifying their resilience. 52
We introduce a framework to define, quantify, and compare resilience across 53 populations and species. The framework utilises classical [21] and recent 54 demographic approaches [17, 18] alongside resilience theory [12, 14, 17, 18] . All 55 populations are ruled by demographic processes including rates of survival, 56 development, and reproduction [19] that ultimately determine their temporal dynamics, 57 vulnerability and management [19] . Thus, demographic processes constitute the ideal 58 common currencies to quantify demographic resilience. Such a common currency 59 facilitates comparison of the same resilience metrics across different species or 60 populations. 61
Box 1: The meaning of resilience
Since its first appearance in the ecological literature in the late 1970s, the study of resilience has attracted a significant amount of attention ( Figure I) .
However, the rate at which research in the area has increased is comparable to the diversity of definitions and different interpretations of resilience. The term resilience was first introduced to ecology by Holling [6] , who defined it as "a measure of the persistence of systems and their ability to absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the same relationships between populations or state variables". Despite
Holling's clear, comprehensive definition, following authors/sub-disciplines interpreted it in different ways [20] . For example, some authors considered resilience as the speed of recovery of a natural system, quantified as the time required to return to equilibrium [21] . In contrast, other authors have measured resilience as the probability of the system to remain above their unstable equilibrium [22] .
Consequently, later on, Holling [23] distinguished two types of resilience: engineering and ecological resilience. He defined engineering resilience as the rate or speed of recovery of a system following a shock. Ecological resilience, meanwhile, was described as the magnitude of a disturbance required to trigger a shift between alternative states [6, 23] . Such a distinction was made to stress the importance of the existence of multiple stable states in ecological systems [23] .
While ecological resilience does account for the existence of multiple stable states, engineering resilience assumes only a single equilibrium point.
Recent evidence, however, shows that resilience can be achieved in different ways [12, [24] [25] [26] . For example, a natural system may show some opposition to an external disturbance, limiting its displacement from its initial state, showing resistance to change. On the other hand, a system can show low resistance to disturbances, but may have a high ability to come back to its initial state, displaying a fast recovery. Several authors have suggested framing resilience as the result of resistance and recovery [12, 14, 26] , because it can capture the different ways through which natural systems respond to disturbances. Here, we align with the definition of resilience that includes resistance and recovery time as two integral parts of the ecological system. 
Theoretical measurements of resilience 62
Established resilience theories assume that natural systems can exist in 63 alternative stable states [6], where the forces influencing the system are in balance 64 [6, 20, 21, 22] . When a disturbance displaces the system to an unstable state, these 65 forces usually draw it back to stability. However if a strong disturbance forces the 66 system beyond a domain of attraction, a tipping point, the system may transition to an 67 alternative stable state [17, 18 ]. This new system state is characterised by substantially 68 different structures and maintained by processes of hysteresis or feed-backs [17, 27] . 69
These classical theoretical frameworks have triggered the development of a 70 myriad of resilience indicators [17, 18, 28] . These indicators are based on the idea of 71 critical slowing down, whereby a system approaching a tipping point may exhibit 72 decreasing ability to recover its previous state due to a decline in its resilience [17, 28] . 73
Approach to a critical tipping point can be detected with temporal and spatial statistical 74 signatures, such as increased autocorrelation of, or variance in, abundance [18, 28] . In a constant environment with unlimited resources, a 103 population will attain a stable structure with a stable long-term growth (or decline) 104 [16, 37] . Disturbances typically change population size and structure, displacing it from 105 stable growth (e.g. a fire affects more young rather than old trees [39]). Short-term 106 transient growth is faster or slower than stable growth (amplification and attenuation 107 respectively [16]; Figure 1B ).These are respectively generated by a relative over-or 108 under-representation of individuals with high survival and reproduction. Thus, transient 109 dynamics depend on population structure [19, 37] . As under-represented individuals 110 are repopulated, the population is drawn back towards stable state over the transient 111 period; akin to recovery in classical resilience theory ( Figure 1 ). 112 These represent three key components of resilience: demographic compensation, 132 resistance, and recovery (Figures 1 and 2) . We explicitly link each measurement to 133 the dimensions of resilience that it quantifies below (Box 2). 134
Demographic compensation 135
Demographic compensation incorporates amplifications in population size after 136 disturbance. Population amplification, quantifies population increases following a 137 disturbance (Box 2, Figure 2 ). We advocate the use of reactivity, maximal amplification 138 and amplification inertia [16] to estimate changes in population size and structure at 139 various times after a disturbance ( Figure 2 ). Reactivity quantifies the immediate, short-140 term response to a disturbance, maximal amplification is the highest density that the disturbances. Example of a population impacted by a disturbance. Before the 183 disturbance, in this example the population is increasing (but could also be decreasing 184 or remain stable). After the disturbance, imbalances in the proportion of individuals at 185 each stage cause population increases or decreases, creating a discrepancy between 186 the actual population size/structure and the one that would exist given stable growth 187
following the disturbance. At the first-time step after the disturbance, the population 188 density increase and decrease are reactivity and first step attenuation, representing 189 the immediate response of the populations. During the transient period the population 190 depict from stable structure, but the population will tend towards stability. The time 191 elapsed for the population to reach stability can be estimated as the damping ratio or 192 convergence time, measurements of speed of recovery. During this transient period, 193 the highest and the lowest population density after disturbance represent the maximal 194 amplification and the maximal attenuation. Once reached stability, the disturbance 195 may have created a discrepancy between the initial stable size/structure with the long-196 term one, with the upper bound measured as amplification inertia and the lower bound 197
as attenuation inertia. In addition, it is possible to estimate the time required to recover 198 the initial stable population structure has its minimum at Ǩmin and maximal at Ǩmax. The 199 difference between Ǩmin and Ǩmax to the structure at the stable population growth ɛ, it 200 is possible to estimate Ωmin and Ωmax to measure of how much time the system will 201 require to reach the initial structure. It is similar for population size, with Ǩ being the 202 time to reach stability and Ω being the difference with stable growth. 203
At the community level most works express resistance as a measure of the loss 204 of species after a disturbance or change in community structure [42] [43] [44] . Community 205 resistance can be measured as the maximal Euclidean distance between vectors 206 representing a perturbed and an unperturbed community. The higher the Euclidean 207 distance the lower the community resistance, and vice versa [9, 45] , whilst multi-208 dimensional variables are aspects of the quality and diversity of the community before 209 and after the disturbance [9, 45] . We advocate that population resistance can be 210 measured using differences in population size, i.e. the sum of the population's age or 211 stage vector. This approach is in essence the same as that already used for 212 communities, but using a more intuitive means of quantifying the system in state 213 space: the Euclidean distance in communities versus the vector sum for populations. 214
Time of recovery 215
Time of recovery is a critical metric of demographic resilience that explicitly 216 considers time. Similar to resistance metrics, there exist a number of metrics to 217 quantify the time required to reach population stability [16] . For populations, the key 218 question is time of recovery to what? Stable state, or a desired population 219 size/structure? We propose two measures to describe the time of recovery to 220 population stability after a disturbance: damping ratio and time of convergence (Box 221 2). We also propose two metrics to estimate time to recover population size and 222 population structure (Box 2). 223 convergence is similar to the damping ratio, the former is time-stamped, so it can be 230 used both for comparative analyses and to inform managers about the expected post-231 disturbance recovery times. 232
Time of recovery to population size and structure. If the population was not in 233 stability before the disturbance, it is also possible to estimate time required to recover 234 previous the population size and/or the original structure ( Figure 2 ). Because returning 235 times to population size or structure can be measured relative to any desired structure, 236 such metrics can provide useful insights for conservation plans or restoration actions. 237 At the community level, time of recovery has been sometimes defined as 238 resilience [13, 46] . Recovery time has been estimated using a wide variety of 239 measurements, sometimes specific to the study system, such as net primary 240 productivity [47] or biomass [48] . The common denominator is that such metrics are 241 compared between the disturbed and undisturbed communities after certain intervals 242 of time. In the case of empirical studies, such intervals are constrained to the length 243 of the study, and so a full recovery is not always observed [47, 48] . In contrast, 244 modelling studies can project the community and measure its recovery at long 245 temporal scales [45] . 246
Concluding remarks and future perspectives 247
Our proposed framework extends community resilience [12,14,28,49] to 248 demographic resilience. Demographic resilience allows operationalising and 249 comparing resilience across different species, overcoming two of the main challenges 250 of resilience research. By framing resilience through a population ecologist's lens, we 251 provide a set of tools that define and enable the quantification of resilience at the 252 population level, and the comparison of resilience across different species. 253
Demographic resilience opens the door to multiple research venues (see 254
Outstanding Questions). Comparing demographic resistance and recovery across 255 species will allow quantification of differences and commonalities in resilience, and the 256 mechanism by which resilience is achieved. Such information will be crucial for 257 informing conservation science in developing management and conservation actions 258 specific to relevant components of resilience (e.g. estimating the recovery potential of 
Box 2: Transient calculations
The estimation of transient dynamics can be done in different ways [16] . They can be measured estimating the absolute changes in the population size, which combine the transient rates and the asymptotic. However, the asymptotic effects can be discounted by using a standardised MPM Â, by dividing matrix A by λmax. Also, the population vector n can also be standardised ‖̂‖ to sum to 1. Such standardisations are highly recommended because they allow fair comparisons among models and then are useful for both conservation and comparative analyses [16] .
We present here a compendium of equations to estimate the abovementioned transient metrics. 
